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Abstract 
Many perturbation problems in matrix theory are related to three matrix minimiza- 
tion problems involving Hadamard products. Possible solutions to the problems are 
conjectured. The problems, if solved, may imply significant advances in eigenvalue, gen- 
eralized eigenvalue variations, and perhaps in other aspects in matrix theory, 
too. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The spectral variation of a matrix has recently been a very active research 
subject in both matrix theory and numerical linear algebra. Over the last couple 
of decades significant progress has been made in partially extending the classical 
Weyl and Lidskii theory [15,24] to normal matrices and even to diagonal- 
izable matrices for example. Recently these theories have been established 
for relative perturbations. This note will show how certain perturbation 
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problems can be reformulated as simple matrix optimization problems involving 
Hadamard products. These reformulations are not our main goal. What we 
hope is to reveal a possibly unifying theory that is behind these perturbation 
theorems. 
We shall start with explaining the idea using normal matrices. Many other 
connections will be discussed in the subsequent sections. Suppose that A and 
k are normal, and have eigendecompositions 
A = UAW and k= uAu*, (1.1) 
where U and fi are unitary, “*” denotes the conjugate transpose, and 
A=diag (Ai,&,... , in) and 2 = diag (xi, x2, . , In). (1.4 
Let llXllF = (C, I+I’) “2 be the Frobenius norm and let X o Y sf (XijVj) be 
the Hadamard Product of X = (xii) and Y = o/,). We have 
(IA - k(& = I&4U*o - U*o& = I/Q 0 2, (IF, (I.31 
where Q = U*o and 
(1.4) 
One part of spectral perturbation theory is to bound the differences )Ai - jr(i)1 
by the norm of A - A, where z is a permutation of { 1,2, . . . , n}. For example 
the Hoffman-Wielandt theorem [8] says that for some 7 
(1.5) 
If we take z to be the permutation that minimizes the right-hand side of (1.5) 
among all possible permutations, then 
p p~~ati,“llp O z-1 IIF 
which is independent of Q and thus the left-hand side is less than 
lb’-& = IlQoz~ll, f or any unitary Q by (1.3) and (1.5). Hence 
min llQoZlll, 2 
Q unitary p p~~atio”llp 04 l/F. (1.6) 
On the other hand, it is trivial to see that the left-hand side of (1.6) is no bigger 
than its right-hand side because of the permutation matrices are a subset of the 
unitary ones. Thus we have 
min llQo&ll, = min 
Q unitary P permutation 
lIPo&lIF. (1.7) 
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As (1.5) and (1.7) are equivalent and the equivalence yields no new result. 
However, the reformulation (1.7) provides room for generalizations and re- 
veals a general result that would be otherwise difficult, if at all possible, to 
see from (1.5). That is, that Eq. (1.7) holtB with 2, repluced by a general matrix. 
not just the one defined so specially by Eq. (1.4); see Proposition 3.1. The result 
encompasses other perturbation theorems for diagonalizable matrices and in 
relative perturbation theory, too. 
What we have shown above is just one of many spectral perturbation theo- 
rems that can be interpreted as bounding the norms of Q o Z from below by the 
norms of P o 2, where Q is unitary or more generally nonsingular, P is a per- 
mutation matrix, and Z is a special matrix defined by the eigenvalues. The goal 
of this note is to address the question whether there is a unifying theory behind 
these types of perturbation theorems. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reveals more connec- 
tions between matrix minimization problems involving Hadamard products to 
matrix spectral perturbation theories. Section 3 puts forward the problems that 
are distilled from our discussion in Section 2; we also present conjectures re- 
garding the proposed problems and solutions for the Frobenius norm and 
for the spectral norm in the case of 2 x 2 matrices. Finally we discuss the sig- 
nificance of the conjecture, if it were proved. 
2. Relevant matrix perturbation theory 
We shall use //I . (I( t o d enote a unitarily invariant norm 3. 1(X1(,! the largest 
singular value of X, and \lXllr are two frequently used unitarily invariant 
norms. “ “’ denotes the transpose, and I denotes the identity matrix. 
Let A and k be two n x n matrices with eigenvalues 3.r. AZ,. . . , i.,, and 
x,.x,,.. , i:,. respectively. 
2.1. Normal matrices 
For normal matrices A and k having eigen-decompositions (1.1) and (1.2), 
we have 
(2.1) 
3 A matrix norm on the space of n x n complex matrices is called unituriky invariant if it satisfies, 
besides the usual properties of any norm, also (see [21], pp. 7488). 
1. 1/jUXV(Ij = (IIX/(( for all unitary matrices li and V: and 
2. lllXlil = (/X1(, for any X of rank one. 
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for any unitarily invariant norm 111 . 111, where Q = U*o and 21 is defined in 
Eq. (1.4). 
2.2. Diagonalizable matrices 
Suppose A and k are diagonalizable: 
A =X/Ix-’ and 2 = _fB-‘, 
where A and ;i are as in Eq. (1.2). Then one has 
(2.2) 
where W = X-‘T? and Zi is as in Eq. (1.4). 
Bhatia et al. [5] study diagonalizable matrix eigenvalue variations from a dif- 
ferent angle by looking into 
(2.3) 
where r is nonsingular, and A and k are both normal. Using Eq. (l.l), we can 
turn Eq. (2.3) into 
I]( w 0 zi ]I/ )I/ w-’ 0 z;/j, w = v*ru. 
2.3. Relative perturbation theory 
In at least four instances in developing a relative eigenvalue perturbation 
theory [13,14], matrix Hadamard products are involved. 
Instance 1. A and k are non-negative dejkite and 2 = D’AD, where D is 
nonsingular. Let A and k have eigen-decompositions (1.1) and (1.2). Write 
A = B*B and k = @B, where i = BD, and let the singular value decomposi- 
tions of B and B be B = VII”~U* and & = v~‘/2~*. Noticing that 
BB’ - %* = B(D-’ - D)B*, we have [13] 
/II/‘*v _ IPv;i = /t/2u*(D-* -D)17A’i2. 
Define 4 
(2.4) 
n 
z d&f 4 - q 
2 ___ 
i 1. J-- lhjjl ij= 1 (2.5) 
4 This involves a nonstandard measure ~(5, [)dzfiflT - [i/m first used by Barlow and Demmel 
[2]. It is topologically equivalent to the standard relative measure I< - <i/j[l. The interested reader 
is referred to Li [13] for a detailed study of various relative measures. 
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Then we have U*(D-* - D)C? = Q o Zz, where Q = J’* v. Thus for any 
invariant norm /(( . ((jl 
W-’ - Dill = IIIQ 0 Zzlll. 
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(2.6) 
We wonder whether Eq. (2.6) holds for indefinite Hermitian (or even more 
generally for normal) matrix pair A and k = D*AD? 
Instance 2. A = S*HS and 2 = S*I)S are both non-negative de$nite, where S is a 
scaling matrix. The significance of having a matrix S to scale A is that there are 
cases, e.g., for graded matrices, where His much better-conditioned than A is. 
Assume llHm’/‘(Q - H)Hp’/‘\I, < 1. Write A = BB* and k = Bj*, where 
B = S*H’/‘,B = BD and D = (I + Hm112(fi - H)H-l!‘)“*. Let the SVDs of 
B and B be B = VA”2U* and b = ~~‘/2~*. Both Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) hold [13]. 
Instance 3. Slapnicar [20] proposed to use lA1p”t to scale A in the case of 
indf$nite_ Hermitian matrices, assuming IAl-“‘(A - A)IAIp”2 is small even 
though A - A may not be, where (AidGf(A*A)” It is argued by Li [14] that much 
nicer and cleaner bounds can be obtained if relative differences in eigenvalues 
are bounded in terms of the norms of c$A~~~JA/-“~(~ - A)\klpl”. The following 
arguments also apply to normal pair A and k. Let A and 2 have eigen- 
decompositions (1 .l) and (1.2). Noticing that A - k = IA/“2 ($A) Ikj”“, we have 
u41 
AU'iL u*u;l= ~n~"2U*(&4)U~il]"2. (2.7) 
Then CJ*($A)a = Q o Z2, where Q = U*u. Thus for any unitarily invariant 
norm III . I/L 
//I I// ch = IlIP 0 &/I/. (2.8) 
Instance 4. A and A are nonsingular diagonalizable matrices. Of interest is the 
case when $A d~fA-‘/2(~ - A)k’/” is small, even though k - A may not be 
small. Here the matrix square roots AlI2 and J?/~ may not be uniquely defined, 
in which case any one of them is as good as any other. Let A and 2 have eigen- 
decompositions (2.2) and (1.2). Noticing that A - 2 = A”2(8A)A’12. we have 
U41 
,,Q- 1% _X-‘x;l = Al;*@($A)-j3;2, 
Let W = X-lx, and define 
(2.9j 
(2.10) 
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where we may have a choice in selecting either one of the two square root signs; 
for our purposes the choice is not critical. Then X-’ (&4)x = W o Z3. Thus for 
any unitarily invariant norm 111 . (((, 
2.4. Generalized eigenvalue and singular value problems 
Li [12] shows the equivalence between a perturbation theory for the gener- 
alized eigenvalue problem of diagonalizable matrix pencils and minimizing (see 
also [6,11]) 
llw- II )/I ’ 2 nwd-nw;l III = ~(w-‘(~2~~~wozqIIl 
over all possible nonsingular matrices W, where /1 = diag (~1, ~(2, . . . , cc,), 
Q = diag(P,, Pz,. . . , &A and analogously for 2 and fi, and 
(2.12) 
2.5. Singular value and generalized singular value problems 
Analogous formulations apply to singular value and generalized singular 
value variations. 
3. The problems, conjectures, and some solutions 
Let G be a given arbitrary n x n matrix. We have made clear that many well- 
known spectral perturbation theorems deal with special cases of the following 
three problems. 
Problem 1. Relate Qy$$lQ 0 Glll to p F~$atio.lllP 0 GIlI. 
Problem 2. Relate min W nonsingular l/W-’ 112111W 0 GIII to p pem$aation IIP O GIlI 
Problem 3. Relate w n~~~g,,,,lll W 0 Gill 111 W-’ 0 @I 1) top pe~~ationlllf’ 0 GIl12. 
The singular values, and thus the norms, of Hadamard products are 
frequently studied objects. Past research has been more or less along the lines 
of bounding certain norms of a Hadamard product from above; see, e.g., [ 1,16- 
18,231 and the references therein. 
A trivial relation between the two expressions in each of the above problems 
is that the first expression is always no bigger than the second one. But as far as 
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spectral variations are concerned, we would also like to bound the first expression 
in each of the above problems from below by the second expression. In view 
of our previous discussion and known results from matrix perturbation theory 
[3,21], we conjecture the following possible solutions to Problems l-3. 
Conjecture. There are constants cl 3 1 and c2 > 1 i both possibly dependent on 
the norm ((/ . (((. but not on the matrix dimensions, such that 
c2 ~ n~~.;ur~rlll w O GIII Ill w-’ O @Ill 3 p g$JllP O GllI2. (3.2) 
Now we state two special cases of (3.1). When II( . //I = /I( //IF, Conjecture (3.1) 
with cl = I can be solved beautifully. 
Proposition 3.1. For an arbitrary complex matri.v G, ~r’e have 
~~ n~$Fu,u,ll I+-’ II211 w O GIL- = p ,m,‘,‘f,,,,,ll~ O Gil,. (3.3) 
Proof. The main result of Elsner and Friedland [7] says that there exists a 
doubly stochastic matrix S such that for the (i:j) entry 
I(W),l’ > /I W-‘I(12(S)ii. Employing the technique used by Hoffman and 
Wielandt [8] completes the proof. ??
Perturbation theorems for ]I . IJF in [8,12,13,22,25] are special cases of this 
proposition. In connection to Conjecture (3.1) for I(/ /I( = )I (Iz> we have 
Proposition 3.2. For 2 x 2 matrices G, 
min IIQo G((, = 
p unrra~ p p~~JG O PII*. 
A proof may be given by straightforward computations. 
4. Possible implications of the conjecture 
Any solutions to Problems l-3 in the general setting as in the conjecture 
would certainly be a significant progress in Matrix Theory. In what follows 
we shall provide two examples on their implications to the studies in matrix 
perturbation theory. 
It is conjectured by Mirsky [19] that for normal matrices A and k 
(4.1) 
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where r is a permutation of 1,2, . . . , n. The best result so far in this vein is 
for c < 2.91, due to Bhatia et al. [4], and that c > 1 due to Holbrook [9]. 
Could (4.2) be extended to a unitarily invariant norm I([ I(( other than jj II2 
and (( . (IF?’ 
The answer to this is contained in the solution of (3.1) 
The second example is from the relative perturbation theory. Let A and k be 
as in Instance 1 of Section 2.3, and let the /zi’s and /zi’s be in ascending order. It 
is proved in [13] that 
,ma:nX(Ai: ;i) < /ID-* - Dll, E IIf2 O z2112~ (4.3) , . 
(4.4) 
where XC<, SldAfK - ill&% R ecently, Li and Mathias [lo] showed that 
([Idiag (X(ii, 111, . . . , x(4, %I) 111 G P* - 4 (4.5) 
for real Ai’s and jj’s. Inequalities Eqs. (4.5) and (2.6) 5 imply 
min Q unitary IllQ 0 -5 III = 111 0 5 III when all 3,,, ji 3 0. (4.6) 
This solves partially a special case of (3.1). Inequality (4.4) leaving out the 
middle term IID-* - D]],, can be extended to complex ?,‘s and jj’s as proved 
in Proposition 3.1. As a part of (3.1) we ask 
Could (4.6), perhaps within some constant factors, be extended to real or 
complex Ai’s and S’s for norms other than )I.\) F? 
Eq. (4.6) together with Instance 3 of Section 2.3 imply the following prop- 
osition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let A and k be positive definite. Then 
III ( 
diag x(,X,,,&), . . . ,x(k, in)) (iI 6 ~~~1~1-“‘~~-~~l~l-““~~~~ 
5 It is proved for nonnegative definite A and A. For this reason, Eq. (4.6) requires that all 
,I,, 1, > 0, even though (4.5) holds for real A,, Es,. 
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Proof. It is a consequence of Eqs. (2.8) and (4.6). 0 
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